



 We study a new numerical detection of singularities with complex-power 
divergences in solutions of systems of ordinary differential equations. So conventional 
numerical detections, which are using convergence circles, are slow, we firstly 
presented a speedy iterative-detection using a complex-norm. However in the iterative 
detection, it is difficult to determine suitable search-widths when the solution is not 
periodic.
 To solve the difficulty, we present a new iterative-detection which predicts 
positions of the singularities using second-order differentiations of the solutions. For 
the singularity with complex-power divergence, its predicted position is accurate 
because the second-order differentiation is given only by an analytic calculation from 
current value of the solution not by differences. Accordingly the new iterative-
detection gives suitable search-widths, and can perform steady detections. But the 
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